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Your 

Time to start your journey....



YOUR BRANDING JOURNEY 
BEGINS NOW

 

Congrats! 

The following pages outline our journey together + 
what’s required on your end to ensure we have  

smooth sailings ahead.  



HAPPY TO HAVE YOU, NOW...
Let’s Create  Brand that means Business!

I first want to thank you in advance, because I already know you’re going to be an awesome client. 
Becauste this is a collaborative process, I’m honored you chose me as your designer. 

One thing that you should know about me is that I consider myself a concept designer -
meaning everything I design has a concept that fuels it and the questions in the client homework
are to help you and me create a brand concept that fits your business and personality.

That being said, here’s a friendly reminder that my design work won’t begin until all of 

your homework and content is received. This is for both of our benefit:

1. For myself: It allows me to get in the design “zone” . This way I’ll have all of the pieces of the 
puzzle so all I have to do is put them together in ways that fit.

2. For yourself: It allows you to dive deep into your brand and business, if you haven’t done 
so already. It also allows you to get in your “zone”. You’ll complete all your content 

ahead of time and use the deadline as an opportunity to help push you to get theses 

essential business tasks taken care of. Then once all your client homework is complete, 
you can focus on other important parts of your business - like defining your services + 
products, creating email sequences, and developing social media strategies - while allowing 
me to focus on the design.

Now let’s address the housekeeping: My office hours are currently flexible because I do live abroad
(about 13-16 hours ahead of U.S. time zones) but it’s important to let you know the best way to 

communicate with me is through email. 

That said, if you have any questions or thoughts throughout the process make sure to email me 
and I’ll get back to you within 48 hours during the first stage of our project (The Pre-

Brand) and within 12 hours during the final two stages (The Go-Ahead & The Wrap Up).

I believe that this experience will do more for you than just provide “deliverables”. As a designer 
and clarity coach, I also hope it helps you explore your brand and your business in a way that 
makes this ever growing online world an even better place. 

I’m truly looking forward to working with you and bringing your vision to life! I’ll be chatting 
with you soon. 

Until then...

via, 

Yuri
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THE LINGO

PACKET CONTENTS
1  Process Outline
2  Your Homework
3  The FAQ’s

I have my own way of doing things, and I want to get you acquainted with it as quick as I can. 
Here are 6 process terms that I’ll be using throughout our project:

• Discovery Call: - The initial 15 minute Skype call we had to discuss working together.
• Pre-Brand Call: - The Skype call when we will go over all your client homework questions                    
& inspiration board in order to develop a brand concept.
• Brand Concept Words: 5 Words that you want to describe your visual brand. 
• Brand Elements: Visual details such as lines, brush strokes, shapes, and more.
• Pinterest Inspiration Board: The board that YOU develop before our Pre-Brand Call. 
• Brand Mood Board: The board that I develop after our Pre-Brand Call that becomes the   
direction and jumping off point for your visual brand. 

GETTING STARTED
Here Are Some Things You’ll Need to Know

WELCOME PACKET CONTENTS

PROCESS OUTLINE   
This is a list of our project process & timeline. There are 3 main phases to our project. Just use the 
legend on the top right of the next page to understand our roles during the process,

YOUR HOMEWORK   
Yes, you do have some homework. But this is all about creating the best brand for your business so 
this information will help me make sure I’m doing just that (*psst* your homework is required, but 
you’ll soon be receiving a little motivation from me to help get you started :)

THE FAQ’S  
Here are all the general questions I get about the process, payment, and what’s expected of you. I 
included it this welcome packet for easy reference.
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LEGEND
• Client Work
• Design Work
• Collaborative Work
   Skype Call

•  PHASE TWO
The Go-Ahead

PHASE ONE
The Pre-Brand

4

5

6

INITIAL APPROVAL  estimated time:  1 week after Pre-Brand Call is completed

• I send an email with brand mood board, 3 color palette options & recommended fonts
• you confirm mood board & font direction + choose one of the 3 color palette option

DESIGN  estimated time:  1 -2 weeks depending on nature of project

• I create the social media graphics (and logo if you included that in your package)
• I also create the email opt-in incentive PDF and the accompanying opt-in graphic

FINAL APPROVAL
• you view the drafts and give your final feedback + approval 
• I make any final edits if needed

1

2

3

EXPLORE  estimated time:  immediately after you click the button to start

• answer client homework questionnaire (sent via email after completing the deposit)
• create your brand inspiration Pinterest board (directions on creating on page 7). 

EXPAND  estimated time of call: 30-60 minutes

• during Pre-Brand Call: review & discuss your answers to your client homework
• during Pre-Brand Call: review inspiration board + begin to flush out a color palette

DEVELOP  estimated time:  1 week after Pre-Brand Call is completed

• I develop a brand mood board to ensure our direction based off of our Pre-Brand Call
• I develop the beginning details of your brand: your color palette & brand fonts

THE PROCESS OUTLINE 
Here’s What You Can Expect:
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PHASE THREE
The Wrap-Up

7

8

9

CLOSING CALL
• I take you on a final project walkthrough via Skype
• Live tutorial on customizing social media graphics in your design program of choice

COMPLETE PROJECT
• make your final payment of 50% of the remaining balance (if not already completed)
• I send you the final deliverable of your project via email

FOLLOW UP
• I send you a final “Wrap Up of Our Time Together” email
• You complete the Client Feedback Questionnaire based off our experiences together
• I send you information about The Helping Hand Program - my referral & incentive 
program for previous clients- in the “Wrap Up of Our Time Together” email

AN IMPORTANT NOTE  
This is a loose outline of our project timeline and some steps may 

require your approval before we can continue with the process. 

In order for things to run as smooth as possible make please make sure your client on homework 
is completed before our Pre-Brand Call in which we go over your client homework together and 
also discuss your visual brand direction based off of what you pinned to your Pinterest Inspiration 
Board. 
The following pages will outline exactly what your homework is, so get set - you’re 

about to take the first step in your journey!

LEGEND
• Client Work
• Design Work
• Collaborative Work
   Skype Call

THE PROCESS OUTLINE 
Here’s What You Can Expect:

Words of 

Wisdom
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TASK ONE
Complete Homework Questionnaire

YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK 
Here’s What’s Needed From You:

This questionnaire is automatically sent to you, via email, once you sign the contract and 
make your initial 50% deposit. 

These questions (as well as the Pinterest Inspiration Board) must be completed 

before our Pre-Brand call to ensure we stay on track with the Project Timeline. 

In the questionnaire I ask you to tell me about yourself a little in more depth. I also ask you 
questions about your biz and brand in hopes of gaining more insights about who it is you 
serve, what may appeal to them, and more. 

I next ask you to chosose 5 adjectives that you want to describe your brand, then ask that 
you describe visual elements that you are naturally attracted to. This has a purpose that I will 
share with you during our Pre-Brand call. And on the next page I even provide a Color 

Meanings Cheatsheet that will help get you thinking of adjectives and colors that 

may work best for you. 

If you feel stuck when answering some of the questions, try journaling 
them out first. Putting pen to paper is my preferred way of figuring 
anything out when it comes to creating a business and brand. 

Then once you journal, you can type your answers in the questionnaire. It’s okay if you don’t 
complete it all in one setting. What’s more important is that you answer it accurately and as 
detailed as you possibly can. 

This is for both of our benefit: 

1. It will get you clearer on what you want. 

2. It will better help me create a brand that not only resonates with you, but with your 

future clients & customers. 

Words of 

Wisdom
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YOUR HOMEWORK
1 Homework Questionnaire

2 Pinterest Inspiration Board
3 Content, Copy, & Imagery
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PURPLE | Prestigious, Knowledgeable, Visionary, Ambitious, Spiritual, 
Extravagant, Creative, Mysterious

BLUE | Calm, Safe, Trustworthy, Stable, Loyal, Intelligent, Cleanly, Tranquil, 
Harmonious, Confident, Wise

AQUA | Unique, Creative, Independent, Inspiring, Modern, Inviting, Spiritual, 
Intuitive, Reliable, Soothing

GREEN | Abundant, Serene, Harmonious, Safe, Natural, Prosperous, Healthy, 
Balanced, Fertile, Growing

YELLOW |Friendly, Cheerful, Optimistic, Enthusiastic, Energetic, Positive, 
Assured, Fresh, Clear-minded

ORANGE | Vibrant, Adventurous, Friendly, Sociable, Fun, Outgoing, Energetic, 
Creative, Youthful, Warm

RED | Strong, Loving, Powerful, Passionate, Exciting, Ambitious, Daring, Bold, 
Mature, Driven, Confident

PINK |Playful, Girly, Cute, Friendly, Sensitive, Romantic, Feminine, Whimsical, 
Intuitive, Charming, Sweet

WHITE |Pure, Simple, Tranquil, Cleanly, Safe, Fresh, Refined, Peaceful, Classic, 
Minimal, Cool, Balanced

BLACK |Luxurious, Sophisticated, Simplistic, Classic, Classy, Strong, Elegant, 
Dignified, Powerful, Bold

GRAY | Neutral, Futuristic, Elegant, Sophisticated, Simple, Understated, Mature, 
Authoritative, Industrial

BROWN |Grounded, Reliable, Honest, Stable, Organic, Wholesome, Natural, 
Secure, Dependable, Authentic

TASK ONE
Complete Homework Questionnaire
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TASK TWO
Pinterest Inspiration Board

YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK 
Here’s What’s Needed From You:

Find 30-50 images on Pinterest that represent the brand you are trying to create. It’s 
important to have a variety to work with at first. Also try to find colors that are in line with 
the colors you choose when you filled out the Homework Questionnaire. 

This piece of homework is to help me later create a Brand Mood Board from images that 
inspire and resonate with you. The Brand Mood Board will later serve as the general 
direction for your visual brand.  Please email me a link to this board once it’s 

completed. 

Try to find images that represent the TOP 5 brand adjectives you chose (aka brand 
concept words) when you completed the Homework Questionnaire. 

Write down synonyms to words to expand your search potential (for 
example: pretty, beautiful, elegant, sophisticated, etc.). Also try typing 
color combos directly into search (for example: mint & peach).

Words of 

Wisdom

Some Example Images you can find for 

your Pinterest Inspiration Board

More Example Images you can find for 

your Pinterest Inspiration Board

Example Mood Board I Will Create 

from Your Pinterest Inspiration Board
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YOUR HOMEWORK
1 Homework Questionnaire
2 Pinterest Inspiration Board

3 Content, Copy, & Imagery
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You, the awesome client, will be responsible for creating all of the content as again my 
job is to highlight your awesome ideas, content and know-how.

CONTENT & COPY: YOUR EMAIL OPT-IN INCENTIVE
A PDF Email Opt-in Incentive is included with your package. You can choose one (1) 

of the following as an option:

TASK THREE
Content, Copy, & Imagery

YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK 
Here’s What’s Needed From You:
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YOUR HOMEWORK
1 Homework Questionnaire
2 Pinterest Inspiration Board
3 Content, Copy, & Imagery

• checklist • mini-guide • worksheet • tracker • planner
This Email Opt-in Incentive is what you will offer for free in exchange for an email 
address to help encourage someone to join your email list. You get up to 3 pages for 

your opt-in and if you’d like to add on any additional pages (at just $14 per page) let 
me know and I’ll sent you another proposal for you to add as many as you would like. 

You’ll also be receiving another questionnaire titled “Email Opt-in Incentive 

Questions”, via email for you to provide me with more information about 

your email opt-in incentive. 

In the “Client Welcome Packet & Homework” email (the one where I sent you 
this packet), you’ll also find a link to a Google Drive Doc for you to give me the 

exact wording and general formatting of the email opt-in incentive you’d like 

me to design.

In summary, you are responsible for providing all of the wording (aka copy) 
for your Email Opt-in Incentive. And there are 3 things you must do in 
order to complete this part of your homework:

1. Decide the format you would like: (checklist, mini-guide, worksheet, tracker, planner)
2. Fill out the “Email Opt-in Incentive Questions” questionnaire received via email. 

3. Add all the wording for your incentive (+ any images) to the Google Doc entitled “Email Opt-

In Incentive Formatting Instructions” inside your Client Google Drive folder. The link to that 
folder was sent in the same email as this welcome packet. 

Words of 

Wisdom
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In addition to the Email Opt-in Incentive wording, you’ll also need to provide the 
wording for some of your social media graphics. 

CONTENT & COPY: YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS
Your package comes with 2 sets of social media graphics. 

1. TEMPLATES: These are templates that I create one time that you can reuse on the 
social media platforms of your choice. 4 Template Graphics are included with your 
package. You DO NOT need to provide me with wording for these. You’ll be able 
to reuse these change the wording as needed and I’ll show you how to do that in 
Canva during our final Skype Closing call. 

2. BANNERS/HEADERS: There is a Facebook Cover Image as well as an Email 
Header included in your package. I NEED the wording you prefer to these as these 
will be static images that you cannot change. 

In short, here are the graphics I need wording for:

TASK THREE
Content, Copy, & Imagery

YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK 
Here’s What’s Needed From You:

YOUR HOMEWORK
1 Homework Questionnaire
2 Pinterest Inspiration Board
3 Content, Copy, & Imagery

• Facebook Cover Image 
• Email Header

• Any Facebook Ad’s or aTwitter Banner 
(if you selected to add additional banners) 

Words of 

Wisdom

Here’s a peek of what it will 

look like inside your Client 

Folder. The folder will be 

labeled with your name + 

your package title.
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TASK THREE
Content, Copy, & Imagery

YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK 
Here’s What’s Needed From You:

YOUR HOMEWORK
1 Homework Questionnaire
2 Pinterest Inspiration Board
3 Content, Copy, & Imagery

If there are specific photos you’d like me to use, you’ll need to provide those with your 
Client Homework. 

IMAGERY
You will also be responsible for providing any photos or imagery that you may want
included with your designs. Please make sure you have the rights to use these 

images. 

For example, these images could be:

• business headshots • professional pics of you • products shots

**As needed along the way, I may provide a photo here of there if I feel it’s necessary 
to add to your branded experience. 

In addition to providing photos that you have the rights to, or copyright 
free images, please make sure all of your photos are a high resolution to 
ensure all your materials keep the professional feeling. 

**I also want to state that I will not be held liable for any copyright infringement issues, so 

please, please make sure you have the right to use these photos. Hate to get so serious all of a 
sudden, but this is important for both of our businesses.

PLEASE MAKE SURE ALL OF YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK IS COMPLETED 
BEFORE OUR PRE-BRAND CALL, OR THE PROCESS WILL BE DELAYED. 

This is a collaborative project & i need to go over all of this info with you before i start to create 
your “on-brand” designs. 

Thank you for understanding, now time for you to get this show on the road!

Words of 

Wisdom
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YOUR HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

CONGRATS ON COMPLETING ALL 
YOUR CLIENT HOMEWORK :)
I look forward to our Pre-Brand Call!

HOMEWORK QUESTIONNAIRETask 1

I completed and submitted my Client Homework Questionnaire. 

PINTEREST INSPIRATION BOARDTask 2

I created a Pinterest Inspiration Board with over 30 images and sent Yuri the link. 

CONTENT, COPY, & IMAGERYTask 3

I completed and submitted my Client Homework Questionnaire. 

WELCOME PACKET PAGE 11THE FAQ’S

Keep track of what you’ve completed by marking off the checkboxes here: 
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THE FAQ’S
Project Timeline & Payment

DEPOSIT + FINAL PAYMENT 
To secure your spot you’ll need to make a 50% deposit when you’re ready to book your 
project. The other 50% is due when your project is complete but before you receive your 
final files. You are of course welcome to pay in full or in advance at any time. 

LATE PAYMENTS
A few days before your final payment is due you will receive an invoice reminder and you’ll 
have a 2 day grace period to fulfill this payment. Also keep in mind that no services or 
products will be rendered to you until the payment and all late fees are paid in full. You do 
have the right to suspend services at any time, but your deposit will be nonrefundable. Just 
want to keep you informed :)

PROJECT TIMELINES
The project will not officially start until the official project start date. Also keep in mind 
we cannot have the Pre-Brand  Call until all of your homework is completed and received.   
Once we have the Pre-Brand Call, the Business Graphics Package will take about 2-3 to 
complete. The Business Branding will take about 3-4 weeks to complete. 

https://www.viayuri.com/services
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THE FAQ’S
Your Client Homework & Content

CLIENT HOMEWORK  
Completing your client homework is crucial to the project, as my job is to showcase your 
content in the most aesthetically clear and user friendly manner that’s still “on brand” for 
your business.

Your Client Homework consists of:

• Completing all the Client & Homework Questionnaires
• Creating your Pinterest Inspiration Board
• Providing the exact copy and any images/imagery that you want in the final product

Keep in mind that I can’t continue in the design process until I have all of your client 
homework. Think of it this way - I need all the pieces to properly complete the puzzle. 

CONTENT/COPY/IMAGERY
You are responsible for providing any photos or imagery that you may want included in 
your project. You will also provide all wording and copy for your email opt-in incentive and 
social media banners. 

That being said I may provide suggestions along the way that I feel are “on brand” based 
upon your client homework and your overall vision for the project. 
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THE FAQ’S
Special Requests & Deliverables

ADD-ONS 
I’m very flexible so if you would like to add on deliverables, features, or services not 
included in your package I’d be happy to work with you. These could include additional 
product pages, social media marketing graphics, blog post templates, presentation slides,
and more. Just let me know, but keep in mind if they happen later in the design process this 
could postpone the project timeline. 

REVISIONS
Because we spend an entire call getting clear on the brand and you approve your brand 
mood board and direction, there is only one revision included in your package. However, if 
you feel you need additional revisions, no worries! Just let me know and you’ll be billed at 
my hourly design rate (currently $75 per hour). Easy peasy.

FINAL DELIVERABLES
Once the project is complete and all payments are paid in full, you will receive jpeg and 
png files for all the images (website opt-in images, social media graphics, as well as logos). 
You will get a PDF’s & jpeg of your Brand Mood Board. You will also receive a PDF of your 
Email Opt-in Incentive.  

NATIVE/SOURCE FILES
If you wish to purchase the source/native files (InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop), again no 
worries! Just let me know and we’ll add them to your package. This really only pertains to 
those who plan to redesign the products themselves with InDesign in the future. And if you 
purchase any of the Business Branding Package you will receive the source files for your 
logo, as that price is already included in your package. 
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IT’S TIME TO CREATE A BRAND 
THAT MEANS BUSINESS

 

Officially Welcome Aboard!

I look forward to starting this journey with you. Please 
reach out if you have any questions. 
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